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We have experienced some sporadic cases  of interference on our new X2O Gen 2 winches which may cause the
winch to activate intermittingly.

Though the X2O winch's transmitter and receiver operate with 12 individual bits/codes under  315MHZ,
interference still could be coming from a multitude of sources, such as military land mobile systems, garage door
openers, keyless entry remotes, wireless security systems and TPM systems, ect

This  applies to the Gen 2 X2O winches Part #'s 97510,98510,97512,98512,
If you have any questions or concerns please contact us.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

EXPECTED CORRECTION TIME REQUIRES PART NOTE IN I S I S

CONTACT TECH SUPPORT
FOR FURTHER QUESTIONS:
tech@smittybilt.com (800) 776-0767
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Compton now has inventory of the the new control box/remote with a new 32 code version that also has
an on/off switch on the control box.This increase in the amount of bits/codes decreasees the chances of
interference significantly and the on/off switch elimantes it comlpetely.

The part # for these is S/B 97510-76.

We will be receiving 100 more next week and once recived will also be moved into inventory.
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